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 Preface 
The harsh reality of the Hurricane Katrina mega-disaster serves as a beacon,
providing both a warning and a guide that must be heeded by anyone involved in
high-risk high-stakes missions. It reveals an archetypal story that dramatically
illustrates how a lack of collaboration amongst leaders results in mission failure
and needless death and suffering. Ensnared in a cycle of conflict, fallible and alltoo-human leaders are vividly brought to life as they forsake a dire need to
collaborate. Bereft of collaboration, they struggle desperately to meet the incredible
challenges of their life and death mission — and fail.
To unearth why the Katrina mega-disaster proved to be such a massive mission
failure, this book conducts a postmortem using the Power through Collaboration
(PtC) Formula as an analytical tool. The postmortem illuminates people conflicts
and power dynamics that are particularly sensitive for leaders to acknowledge and
openly discuss. It makes sense of alarmingly dysfunctional leadership and
organizational behavior.
The actual words of the chief emergency management leaders are intensely
moving, and turn out to be the most enlightening. Their unvarnished words speak
for themselves and provide an x-ray into their minds and emotions. The eyeopening revelations present a rare opportunity to examine typically hidden factors
that can escalate unavoidable nature-made crises into man-made mega-disasters.
The postmortem agrees with Congressional investigations that a “failure of
leadership” caused dysfunctional preparedness and response by key emergency
management organizations. However, it also expands upon this finding by probing
deeper into the nature of this titanic leadership failure. The pivotal factor turns out
to be a “leadership failure to collaborate” between the heads of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS). Although “leadership failure to collaborate” is common, it becomes
too obvious to overlook when the consequences are so disastrous that they become
the predominant media story.
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Above, left side of photo shows breach in Industrial Canal levee and flooding of New Orleans lower 9 th Ward neighborhood, where
flood waters rose higher and faster than for other levee breaches. The Ward had one of the highest number of fatalities. Just past
the breach is a long red barge that crushed homes as it floated into the neighborhood. Below, looking from the flooded lower 9th
Ward toward the breach of Industrial Canal levee. The long red barge is visible upper left. (Photo credits: FEMA/Jocelyn Augustino).
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These top leaders were fully warned about the danger of Hurricane Katrina.
Apparently, they were not warned about the danger of failing to collaborate. This
postmortem provides that much needed warning. Furthermore, it enables the
evolution of strategies to help people avoid the missteps that escalate dangerous
crises into tragic disasters. It translates the unsettling reality of the Katrina megadisaster into straightforward guidance regarding what leaders such as the FEMA
Director and DHS Secretary could have done differently.
The actions of the FEMA Director and DHS Secretary take center stage in the
Katrina mega-disaster. However, this postmortem does not target anyone as being
most at fault. Despite the exposition of shocking events, mystifying behaviors, and
agonizing consequences, the purpose of this postmortem is not to cast blame.
Indeed, the leaders involved faced enormous challenges and can use understanding
more than condemnation. Many people caught in their situation would behave in a
similar fashion. To emphasize that the described conflicts and power dynamics are
not limited to particular individuals or organizations, names of involved parties
have been replaced.
This postmortem’s findings can only be as thought-provoking and useful as the
available information allows. Fortunately, source material is plentiful via news
reports, interviews, books, speeches, and Congressional investigations and
testimony. This invaluable body of information offers a treasure trove to mine for
insight about effective leadership collaboration during crises. As it evolves and
expands, so might associated postmortem inferences. These inferences are also
subject to alternative perspectives. Readers may choose to emphasize different
facets of the public record and draw their own conclusions that differ from those of
the PtC Formula postmortem. The copious information and the complexity of
people and events leave plenty of room for further exploration, dialogue, and
debate.
Note: this PtC Formula postmortem does not provide any inferences regarding
psychiatric diagnoses or PtC Types. PtC Types are a component of the PtC Formula,
and are presented in other Power through Collaboration books.
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